
Although FLIR FX is primarily an easy-to-use and affordable home surveillance camera, it’s also 

versatile with features and attachments for an array of applications, including outdoor security, home 

monitoring, sports documenting, vehicle dash recording and much more.  

Wi-Fi Hotspot   

FX contains an internal Wi-Fi hotspot that creates a secure and direct connection without any 

Internet access. Record video directly to the camera microSD without being connected to the cloud. 

Take FX anywhere with the confidence you’ll be able to access live video and configure camera 

settings via the FLIR FX App, regardless of Internet availability, up to 150 meters away from your iOS 

or Android control device. 

Wi-Fi Access and FLIR Cloud Through the FLIR FX App 
Connect FX to your Wi-Fi network which enables “Cloud Mode” to live-stream the camera over the 

Internet from anywhere in the world. With the easy-to-use, cloud-enabled FLIR FX App, users can 

review RapidRecap clips remotely stored on FLIR Cloud, accessible from any iOS or Android 

devices. The FLIR FX app also lets users control multiple cameras simultaneously, create push 

notifications for specific events, monitor temperature, humitity and communicate via two-way audio. 

Share with Friends  
Users can also create a separate password for connecting the camera to a new smartphone or 

tablet. This can be shared with friends, family and neighbors to let them view content and access 

your FLIR Cloud account.  

Flexible Design and Accessories  
FX easily adapts to your needs with its flexible design. It is compatible with a collection of 

interchangeable camera and mounting stand accessories for a wide variety of applications beyond 

indoor use. 

USING FLIR® FX ON THE GO
The Versatility of FLIR FX Makes the Device Much More than a Security Camera



!
 INDOOR VERSION 
 With resolutions up to 1080p and a wide, dewarped 160° field of view, the FLIR FX can 

easily capture activity in an entire room, delivering HD image quality and the assurance 

that you’ll never miss a thing. It also features IR LEDs that provide night vision up to 10 

meters.  
!
 OUTDOOR VERSION 
 With a rugged and weatherproof outdoor housing sold with or without the camera, the 

FLIR FX Outdoor Version is protected from the elements and shielded from excess 

sunlight. This housing also includes four commercial grade IR LEDs to facilitate more 

powerful night-vision capability up to 20 meters, keeping you informed, even in the 

dark. 

!
 SPORT HOUSING 
 Sold separately, the sport housing is a protective acrylic shell that is waterproof up to 

20 meters below the surface to keep up with the most extreme activities, from 

skydiving to scuba diving. It also features one-click sharing, so you can show off your 

adventures on social media. 
!
 VEHICLE DASH MOUNT 
 The dashboard mount provides steady filming on the road, featuring an internal 

accelerometer that senses when a car is in motion and activates the 30-minute loop 

record function. The accelerometer also senses a 1.7g impact and creates a permanent 

recording that automatically saves the 10 seconds prior to contact.

Indoor Outdoor Sport Dash


